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 Parenting, defined by the American Psychological Association, is ensuring a 

child’s health and safety, preparing them for adulthood and teaching ethical, moral and 

cultural values. Parents don’t have prior training because parenting is always on the job. 

Parenting is like self-learning to swim. Only in this case parents voluntarily jump into the 

pool and often find it challenging to self-learn swimming. Parenting a child with 

Asperger’s is like self-learning to swim blind.  

 Asperger Syndrome (AS) is a neurodevelopmental disorder. According to 

Rosalyn Lord the coordinator of CASSEL, an Asperger’s support group in East 

Lancashire (UK), this syndrome affects the “two-way social interaction, verbal and 

nonverbal communication.” Additionally, individuals with Asperger’s rarely accept 

change. They exhibit a narrowed thought process and obsessive areas of interest (Lord).  

Asperger’s also is one of the several diagnoses that fall within the autism spectrum 

disorders. A study by Trina Epstein et al in a Neurodevelopmental Clinic at Toronto, 

Canada, has reported that autism is sometimes accompanied by intensified sensory 

(tactile, proprioception, visual, auditory, gustatory) input that disrupts regular day to day 

activities. These difficulties sometimes underlie the unusual behaviors upon which AS is 

diagnosed (Epstein et al). So the question is, does parenting involve parenting the kid or 

the syndrome? Parenting a kid diagnosed with Asperger’s involves parenting the kid by 
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teaching to cope, giving adequate opportunity and time, being kind, attentive and giving 

lots of love and not parenting the syndrome.  

 

The label of Asperger’s provides the first hitch. Parents, when faced with 

everyday problems find it difficult to separate the diagnosis from the behavior. The 

diagnosis helps to explain the behavior thereby managing the behavior and understanding 

it much better. In spite of which, it is also a constant reminder that the child is not 

normal. The label represents the border of separation from normal. It is the signed and 

sealed fate provided by the psychologist, who initially gives the diagnosis. Thus parents 

“grieve the loss of normal expectations for their children’s happy childhood - the birthday 

party invitations, the after-school play dates, the fruitful parent-teacher meetings, awards 

and accolades” (Greene). Simple everyday things become monumental with the added 

work. For example, getting a drink of water might become more than what it is. A kid 

wanting a drink might request his specific cup filled to a precise level. If in the middle of 

something, the parent forgets the cup and fills water to the brim, it might not cause a 
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spectacular commotion, but it is just one more thing to lament about for the parents and it 

is stress inducing for the kids. Kids with this syndrome on happier days and times are 

able to suppress the feeling of anxiety with constant attention, patience and love from 

parents. Sometimes parents are inattentive due to no fault of their own. There is work to 

do, or kids (siblings) to take care of and other responsibilities requiring their attention. 

This is when Asperger’s kids’ insecurities and anxiety surface. Kids become insecure 

because their parents’ attention is wavering and they are stressed because their source of 

comfort is absent in that moment. Consequently creating a situation where the parents 

and the kids find it stressful. Little things become everyday obstacles. Kids will have to 

be taught to understand parental slip-ups and occasional inattention and parents will have 

to take things in stride more often than not. On occasion parents might forget to cut the 

tag on a shirt or dress causing intense sensory problems, or they may overlook the big 

pieces of vegetables when it has to be minced. Kids with Asperger’s will have to 

understand that these things happen, they will have to be taught to understand it. Parents 

should teach their kids the appropriate reaction and the possible ways of communicating 

their (kids’) distress in situations like this. Meaning, parents can stage the situation and 

address the problem, thereby teaching the kids in a less stressed and parent controlled 

environment. This is ideal practice for parents to try out different coping and parenting 

strategies and for kids to accustom themselves to different situations. These parent-

controlled-experiments also help parents to accept their kids’ behavior, adapt to it and 

take it in stride. 

 Comparing kids in a social environment may influence parental behaviors. Seeing 

other kids, the same age, perform well or differently may deter parents for a while. Don’t 
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compare. All kids are unique and AS kids are more so. But “this does not mean parents 

cannot teach their kids to perform similarly”, says Amber Greene, a parent living with a 

child with Asperger’s Syndrome. It does not mean failing to give their kids an equal 

opportunity. On the other hand keep in mind not to have expectations. “An Asperger 

child will fail at some things, and succeed at others” (Greene).  Just give them an 

opportunity and a fair try at anything and everything and sit back and watch them go.  

They might just surprise you with their ability, because “they love praise, winning and 

being first” (Lord). In fact all kids bask in their victory. This is called positive 

reinforcement. It is important for all parents (not only parents with Asperger’s kids) to 

remember “reinforcement increases behavior and punishment does the opposite”, says 

David Myers (241). Triumph, at making friends or winning a contest as a team makes 

them and their parents proud. Encouragement and constant support underlies triumph and 

this is a winning combination. Kids will soar high. That feeling of achievement is not 

only for them but for parents as well. This boost of victory, this euphoria is a stimulant 

and will keep both parents and kids going for days. It will be the stepping stone to 

surmount the next obstacle and taking it head on. 

A little three year old boy, Pranav, diagnosed with AS develops a friendship with 

a teeny tiny girl of two, Taegan, at school. The school had a Dr. Seuss after school party 

one day and both the parents and their kids were invited to join the fun. This particular 

day was not a regular school day for Pranav. Typical of AS, change is not something 

Pranav can take in stride. The minute he sees the school doors, he starts squirming and 

whimpering. His distress and struggle increases as they go through the school doors 

towards his classroom. His mother is visibly harassed. She tries her utmost to make him 
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understand it is not a regular school day. That she will stay with him the entire time and 

not leave him behind. However much he is pacified by his mother, he fails to be 

reassured by her words. Giving him a little time to adjust to his surroundings and the 

change in the scenario from a regular school day, his mother (carting him along) goes 

about greeting his teachers and other parents.  Slowly, Pranav understanding the 

difference and visually see the difference in the scenario quiets down. And in walks 

Taegan with her mother. In that minute a spectacular thing happens. Pranav blushes and 

turns pink. It is spectacular because Pranav is sensitive enough to feel embarrassed and 

intelligent enough to compare and understand that Taegan is also there with her parents. 

Pranav is happy Taegan is there, a familiar face (at school) in a sea of unknown at the 

party. Pranav is no different from any other kid. He can be as embarrassed or as happy as 

anybody else. In fact kids with AS are prone to feel acutely. They will have to be given 

the time to adjust. They will have to face the realities of any given situation. There will 

be times when meltdowns such as this are unavoidable. But eventually kids with AS will 

figure out the different situations and will act accordingly or they may seek the familiar 

and accustom themselves to the newness. Certain situations become easier to adjust to, 

certain others are harder and fringed with meltdowns but nevertheless every situation is 

learning ground, for parents and kids alike. 

 Being parents to a child with AS can evoke a sense of helplessness. It is stress 

inducing and burdensome. The burden never lifts and the stress seldom alleviates.  

Parenting stress has been widely studied in populations of children with special needs. 

These studies conclude increased levels of stress in parents and families compared to the 

non-AS population (Epstein et al). Social impairments are the hallmark of AS, but 
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nevertheless there are other factors that can contribute to the daily stresses between 

parents and their children. Occasionally routine tasks are filled with mishaps, like waking 

up in the morning but missing breakfast (hunger) and getting ready for school and not 

wanting to go (dislike) or having dinner with family and having to eat a different textured 

food (sensory), all accompany behavioral problems. “Bad behavior often stems from an 

inability to communicate their frustrations and anxieties” says Rosalyn Lord. On the 

other hand, research demonstrates a direct co-relation between parental stress and 

children’s behavior problems (Epstein et al). Laughter and love are two lovely medicines 

for this ailment. “Laugh lots. It helps to relieve the stress build up” (Greene). Laugh with 

your kids. Laugh for silly things. Laugh because it lightens the heart and strengthens the 

relationship. Laugh and it will ease the strain in parents and in the kids. Laughter is an 

arsenal that often walks out the door when the diagnosis walks in. Don’t let that happen. 

Or if it does, make sure you welcome laughter back in with a bang. After a bout of 

laughter it is easier to reprimand a kid with utmost kindness. There is a newfound ease in 

patience, an important tool any parent needs. This laughter also helps the kids. They are 

better behaved and are much more willing to listen. Add a little shower of love, mixed 

with lots of hugs and kisses and voila, the combination is irresistible. This physical and 

emotional expression of love is a fool proof recipe that works all the time and every time. 

“They need love, tenderness, care, patience and understanding. Within this framework 

they seem to flourish” (Lord). 
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 Most important of all, parenting involves parenting the kid not the syndrome. “No 

matter how difficult the journey, kids will make it through” (Greene).  Sometimes, they 

will not learn and will need to face up to the consequences of their actions.  But mostly, 

they’ll do better than parents think is possible.  Stand back sometimes, and take a broader 

look.  Every child is a treasure, and an AS child is a rare jewel. They just require some 

extra polish, love. 
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